R e a der Feedb ack
On the book, Your Body’s Sign Language, by James W. McAfee, CCN.

“You have done an outstanding bit of work with the book.
Its arrangement is so logical, easy to read, with so much
good information the document is very good and useful.
Congratulations!!” ―Arthur Furst, Ph.D., Sc.D., D.A.T.S.,
Toxicologist, Distinguished Professor, Emeritus, University
of San Francisco
“Jim McAfee, a brilliant speaker on nutrition, has everyone
saying, “When will Dr. Jim be back?” After several
speaking engagements here in Phoenix, Arizona, Jim
has left a medical informational imprint on the heart of
many individuals, young and old alike. Consider yourself
blessed if you are able to have the opportunity to listen to
this fascinating nutritionist speak on the well-being of your
body.” ―Maureen (Peoria, Arizona)
“Jim, the books are fantastic. And terriﬁc. And helpful.
And great. And a must for everyone. And I hope you have
ordered another printing, because I need another box
full!!!! I showed one to a Doctor I see once every pancake
day and he ordered a copy right then and there.”
―Doreen (Australia)
“I enjoyed very much Your Body’s Sign Language: Clues
to Nutritional Well-Being. It’s absolutely perfect. I will
treasure it in my reference book library always. Thank you
so much.” ―Robin
“Can hardly wait for time to ﬁnish it. In the meantime
I am having difﬁculty tearing the book from my wife’s
hands. She is devouring every page with fascination and
appreciation.” ―Howard G. Hendricks, Distinguished
Professor, Chairman, Center for Christian Leadership

“Your Body’s Sign Language has so much life-changing
information. Just reading it has helped me and many
others I have shared it with to live healthier and happier
lives.” ―Dorothy
“Now, thanks to Jim, there is a reference tool for a variety
of health issues! It is a great tool to learn more about
serious health issues! Jim is a walking encyclopedia of
health research, and now his book summarizes over 30
years of his knowledge! What a great ﬁnd!” ―Heather
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Famous world-wide as
the “Sherlock Holmes
of Nutrition” for his
nutritional techniques!
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Pictured with his
book “Your Body’s
Sign Language,” is Jim
McAfee, the “Sherlock
Holmes of Nutrition.”
After over 30 years
of research, seminars
and training, Jim has
produced what Anne
Kemp, nationwide expert legal consultant, Unabomber and Erin Brokovich

“I have always enjoyed your tapes, and gotten so much
from them. Now this book! The introduction is so well
done. It has an easy, yet informative style that captivates
you. I have used it as a reference with people’s questions.
Thank you for all the hard work you put into it!”
―Judy RN, BSN

cases, calls “A Must-read for those in-

“So excited to ﬁnally have your new book ready to go!
What a life changing blessing it will be for so many. How
can we ever thank you!” ―Linda (Kansas)

does not end here!

dividuals undergoing the stresses and
swift pace of day-to-day life in a technological age.” Working on the sequel
and a variety of nutritional children’s
books, Jim’s plans for publishing books

